
YBK Parent Orientation 2019

Lisa- Goals of the YBK class:

Our goal is to partner with parents to prepare the children socially and emotionally as well as 

academically for kindergarten.

- Social/emotional skills include- Independence, self-help skills, conversation skills, peer interaction, 

conflict resolution and emotional growth. 

-Academic readiness includes- initiative, persistence, involvement and interest in a variety of age 

appropriate activities, literacy and math skills.

-We want open communication between teachers and parents. Drop off/pick up times are not the best 

to have an at length discussion. Better ways to communicate are through email, phone calls, and 

conferences can be set up at any time.

Kate- Arrival: 8:45

-Signing in – outside of classroom door, full signature

-Cubbies in hallway are for extra clothes, please keep well stocked. 

- Say goodbye at the door, child will come in, put sweaters and lightweight jackets in cubby and join us 

on the rug.

-Lunch box- leave in basket outside of YBK door

-We don’t have room for backpacks in the cubbies

- We start our day on the rug with a gathering of all children, being on time is important. During this 

time we introduce the activities that we will be doing for the day. We also read, sing, converse and 

incorporate math concepts.

Monica- Overview of the day:

We provide a schedule that is somewhat structured but allows for child directed activities and plenty of 

time for uninterrupted play.

-Schedule of the classroom: Arrival, Gathering, free choice of centers, outside time, small groups, 

ending gathering

-Activities available: Writing table, Light table, Math, Science, Art, Activity table (cooking, fine motor 

practice, etc.), floor activities.

Amy- End of day procedure: 

-Sign child out with full signature, check family folder daily (ouch reports and other correspondence).

-Children will be seated on the rug, when we see parent in the hall we will call your child. The child will 

gather belongings and will come to you, outside of door. 

-If child need to use the restroom, please use the hallway restroom. 

-Children staying for Lunch Bunch will use restroom, wash hands and go to Multi age room to eat lunch. 

-Please check cubby in the hallway and replace extra clothes as needed.

 -If you are picking up after Lunch Bunch please check cubby in classroom for art and wet clothes.


